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aircraft The first parachute descent from a
great height was made in 1797 by Andre
Garnenn who dropped 3 000 ft from a balloon
See aUo Parachute Jumping TT21
Paraclete (the Holy Ghost or Comforter) the
name used in the English translations of St
John s Gospel and adopted by Abelard to de
signate the convent In Champagne founded
by him and of which HeloSre became the
abbess
Paradise a Persian word used by the translatora of
the Old Testament to designate the Garden of
Eden and since meaning any place of happiness
Paraffin i mixture of hydrocarbons of higher
boiling point than petrol Paraffin was first
obtained by distillation of coal the process
being discovered about 1830 About 1848
Mr James Young procured it from mineral
oil, and Irish peat also yielded it The main
source of paraffin supply to-day ib crude petro
leum It is largely used in the manufacture of
candles for waterproofing and numerous other
purposes
Parakeets various small parrots of vivid plumage
native to Australia Polynesia Asia and Africa
One of the loveliest of the parakeets is the
budgerigar of Australia See 221 83
Parallax the change in direction of a body caused
by a change in position of the observer If the
parallax is measured (in degrees of angle) and
the distance between the two observation
points is known the distance of the observed
body can be calculated. The distance of
heavenly bodies has been found this way The
first stellar distances were so obtained in 18SS
by Henderson Struve and Bessel Stellar
distances are so great that even when the two
observations are made at opposite points of
the earth s orbit round the sun the parallax is
alwavs less than 10 of arc See Aberration
Parchment made chiefly from trie skins of animals
usually of goats and sheep was employed in
olden times before printing was invented and
superseded papyrus as writing material Vege
table parchment invented by W E Game in
1853 though not equal in strength and dura
bility to aTdn parchment is about five times
stronger than ordinary paper Vellum is
parchment made from the skins of young
calves or lambs
Paris University of which the Sorbonne forms a
part was founded in the 12th cent and is one of
the greatest educational institutions of Europe
Parliament la the tyymn given to the supreme
legislature of the United Kingdom It consists
of the Queen, the Lords spiritual and temporal,
and the Commons It meets in two Bouses
the House of Lords (the Upper or Second
Chamber) and the House of Commons It
derives from the Anglo-Saxon Witams (see
Witan) The Statute of Westminster (1275)
first uses parlement of the Great Council in
England, which comes from the French word
meaning discourse See Central Government,
Section 0 also D8
Parliamentary Correspondents sit in the Press
Gallery of the House of Commons and describe
its proceedings for newspapers either by
impressions or a summary of the debate.
Paraaetry the name of astyle of flooring consisting
of small rectangular wooden, blocks laid down
according to geometrical pattern
Parrot the popular name of a widely distributed
family of tropical birds, including the African
grey parrot, the green parrot of South America
—both familiar cage pete in this country—and
Hie vartonsparakeets. cockatoos macaws lories
etc Many of these birds possess a remarkable
gift of imitating sound especially that of the
human voice.
Parsec unit of distance used by astronomers for
expressing distances between stars equivalent
to about three and a Quarter light years.
Parthenogenesis, The development of animals
from unfertilised eggs. The drones of the
honey bee are parthenogenetio and the pheno-
menon is also common among aphids
Parthenon, the famous lemple of Athena on the
Acropolis at Athens was built under the rule of
pedeles between 447 b.o and 4a2 b.o It was
made wholly of marble without mortar The
fwaoua sculptured «tezes known as the Elgin
Marbles are now hi the British Museum.
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Partridge i well known British game bird Close
fame Feb StoAuff 31 Two species are com
mon in Britain.
Passerifonnes the order of perching birds which
includes about half the Ljwwn species
Passport is an official document issued to a person
by his own government certifying to his
citizenship and permitting him to travel abroad
Passports to British subjects aie granted by the
Foreign Office authorise bearer to leave the
country and guarantee him the state s protec
tion Passports now cost £2 —and are issued
for a period of 10 ye-vrs Passports for children
under 16 are issued for 5 years in the first in
stance renewable then for a further 5 years with
out fee on production of new photographs etc
A simplified form of travel document (British
visitor s passport) is issued for British subjects
wishing to pay short visits to certain foreign
countries for a fee of 7s 6/1 valid for 12 months
Patricians the aristocracy of ancient Rome
Paul's Cathedral, St is the third cathedral church
to be built on the site It was preceded by a
Norman building which was practically des
troyed by the Great Fire in 1GG6 This
followed a Saxon church which was burnt in
1086 The present building was designed by
Sir Christopher Wren The foundation stone
was laid in 1676 and the structure was com
pleted in 1710 It cost a little under £748 000
Its central feature la the dome crowned by its
cupola and hntern with the golden ball and
cross It escaped serious damage during the
an raids of the second world war but many of
the surrounding buildings were laid waste
pC Value, introduced by Dr C L Whittles in 1935
as a measure of salinity of aqueous solutions
(soil extract irrigation water etc ) defined as
the negative logarithm of specific electrical con
ductivity in reciprocal ohms Alone or joined
with pH (below) is useful as an index of osmotic
pressure (see Osmosis) and related hindrance to
plant growth resulting from excess of fertiliser
or soil salts If manuring is balanced growth
is best about 00 3 3
Peacock a bird of large size and beautiful plumage
its characteristic feature being a tail of brilliant
eyed feathers which it can erect and spread
out the males possessing resplendent feathering
to a much greater extent than the females It
is related to the pheasant one species is found
wild in the forests of India and another in
habits Burma and the Malayan regions, in
Africa there is the Congo Peacock.
Pean a term in heraldry indicating one of the
furs borne in coat armour the ground of which
is black, with ermine spots of gold
Peanut Ground Nut or Monkey Nut A member
of the pea family native to S America but now
cultivated in many parts of the world After
pollination the flower stalk bends down and
buries the pod containing the peas ( nuts ) in
the ground The oil from these nuts can be
used for margarine manufacture
Pearl is produced by certain shelled molluscs
chiefly the oyster The inner surface of the
shells of the pearl oyster yield mother of
pearl and distinct pearls are believed to be
morbid secretions caused by some external
irritation Many fine pearls are found in the
actual body of the oyster The Persian Gulf
Ceylon the north west coast of Western Aus
tralia many Pacific islands and the Gulf of
Mexico are among the most productive pearl
fishing grounds In ancient times Britain was
renowned for its pearl fisheries the pearls being
obtained from a species of fresh water mussel
Western Australia has produced a 40 grain
pearl the finest the world has seen. The largest
pearl ever found was the Beresfoid Hope
Pearl, which weighed 1 BOO grains over six
tunes as much as the oyster that produced it
Peat decayed vegetable mattei found mostly hi
marshy positions and common hi Ireland and
Scotland. Peat is coal in its first stage of
development burnt for fuel in numy cottage
Peccary a pig like animal native to the Americas
There are two species the collared peccary
and the white lipped peccary the latter being a
vicious and dangerous animal
Pelican, a genus of bird with long depressed bill
pouched, underneath thus able to hold fish in

